Value of a Mount Union Education

Among members of the 2014 graduating class, had started a degree-required career or were accepted to graduate school only 38 days after graduation (87% of the Class of 2014 self-reported).

99%

In today’s society, a college degree is a necessity for those hoping to get ahead in the world. In fact, statistics show that those with bachelor’s degrees can expect, on average, to earn $1.2 million more over the span of their adult working lives than those with high school degrees.

We pride ourselves on providing students with the academic preparation, hands-on experience, research opportunities and global perspective necessary to stay competitive in a fast-paced world.

A Mount Union education provides the best of both worlds – an academic curriculum that’s grounded in the liberal arts tradition and emboldened by market-smart, career-savvy options.

The University also offers nearly $26.8 million in grants and scholarships each year. 95% of our alumni are pleased with their Mount Union education. 93% of parents say a Mount Union education is worth the investment. 98% of undergraduate students receive some form of financial aid.